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Social Health Insurance has a long history in Europe and is one of the main revenue raising 

mechanisms for health financing in a number of countries. Typically, in European Social Health 

Insurance systems, both employees and employers pay into the funds and contributions for the 

unemployed from government or elsewhere are channeled through the sickness funds. Among 

developing countries, Latin American countries. have the most extensive experience of SHL .. l .• 

(McIntyre, 1997). However, in recent times, such schemes have been introduced in Asia, North 

Africa and the Middle East (Ron et aI., 1990). 

Some of the reasons for introducing SHI in sub-Saharan Africa according to DFID (2002) are: 

to organize the extensive out-of-pocket expenditure into something more equitable for poorer 

people, to simplify and improve efficiency of the many small schemes in the formal sector that 

have developed for middle and higher income groups and to improve efficiency of health care 

delivery through the creation of a strong purchasing function. Major country policy objectives 

for introducing SHI in some African countries are summarized in Table 2.1. 

Table 2.1: Major Objectives for Introducing SHI in some African Countries 

Policy Objective Country 

To fonnalize cost sharing in the infonnal sector Tanzania 

To increase revenue to the health sector Tanzania, Nigeria, Kenya, South Africa, 

Uganda 

To improve access to the health system Tanzania, Nigeria, Kenya 

To improve risk sharing Malawi, Kenya 

To improve equity in revenue collection Malawi, Nigeria, Kenya, South Africa 

To improve efficiency of revenue collection Nigeria 

Adaptedfrom DFID 2002. 
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their health care needs, pose some challenges. This research is undertaken to explore further the 

challenges the compu lsory health insurance poses to households and government and what the 

prospects are for a sustainable, efficient and equitable health insurance scheme. 

The design of the National Health Insurance is summarized in Table 2.2 below using Kutzin' s 

framework of analyzing country specific financing mechanism. 

Table 2.2: Kutzin's Framework of Analysis in Relation to Health Insurance Schemes in 

Ghana 

-
KUTZIN'S FRAMEWORK 

Function /aspect Provisions in Mandatory Schemes in Ghana 

Sources of funding Individuals/households, employers, Donors and Government tax revenue 

Pooling offunds Compulsory for formal sector employees, optional for non formal but should 

have insurance 

Contribution mechanisms Sliding scale for non-formal sector based on income levels, percentage of 

income for formal sector 

Allocation mechanism Risk equalization fund; funded by Government revenue, donors, exemption 

fund and formal sector contributions 

Ownership of schemes not very clear as of now. There appears to be a co-

Type of Organisation management system by the Government and Community 

Purchasing of Health By each District Scheme contract is signed between scheme and accredited 

services service providers within the district 

Benefit package Low cost and high frequency services and high cost, low frequency services 

(over 95% of health service needs). HIVIAIDS is excluded. Providers are, 

Public, Private for Profit and Private not for Profit. No Gate keeping nor co-

payment 
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Table 3.1: Reasons for selecting the three Schemes 

Type of Scheme Locationl Region Justification for Selection 

District Health Eastern Region, Relatively Voluntary district-wide scheme. Relatively· 

Insurance Scheme 

District Health 

Insurance Scheme 

Southern part of Ghana wealthy population in district capital but poor 

rural communities within district 

Ashanti Region, middle Mandatory scheme operated for 3 years, has 

part of Ghana relevant experience 

Small Mutual Health Northern Region, Northern Small Voluntary scheme, located In a 

Insurance part of Ghana deprived area, has very poor rural population I 

3.4.1.2 Key Informant Interviews 

Once again, purposive sampling was employed. People who are involved in the promotion and 

management of CBHIS in Ghana were selected. Thus these subjects were selected based on 

their relevant experiences and backgrounds, bearing in mind the purpose (to get people with 

health insurance technical and management experience) of the individual interviews. A total of 

thirty-one subjects were selected. These included: 

• 3 Insurance Board Chairmen (l for each scheme) 

• 3 Insurance Scheme Managersl Accountants (l each from the district-wide schemes and 

1 from the small CBHIS 

• 3 Regional Health Insurance Coordinators ( 1 each from Eastern, Ashanti and Northern 

regions, thus from the regions where the three schemes were selected) 

• 3 District Directors of Health ( 1 each from the districts where the selected schemes 

were operating) 

• 2 District Chief Executives (1 from the Ashanti region and 1 from the Eastern region, 

the one in the Northern Region was not available) 
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making body of the scheme is the General Assembly, which in principle is made up of all 

members. However, their representatives form the Assembly. The Assembly appoints the Board 

of Trustees to take major decisions in between Assembly meetings and also to provide 

supervision and direction to the scheme's staff. The day to day running of the scheme is done 

by a four member team made 'up of: the scheme Manager, Publ ic Relations Officer, Accountant 

and Data Entry Clerk. 

The scheme's sources of income are members' contributions, donations, interest on investments 

and recently government grants. Major expenditure areas include cost of health services for 

insurance members and general administration. 

A summary of enrollment, income and expenditure are found below. Amounts stated in the 

tables are in cedis (Ghanaian currency) unless stated otherwise. At the time of this study, the 

average cedi I dollar rate was 9,000 cedis per US$1 dollar. 

Table 4.1 Enrollment of Scheme "A", 2002 - 2003 

I "T Principal Dependants Total District Percentage 

~ 
members Enrollment Population Enrollment 

5,909 2,523 8,441 219,650 3.84 

1

2003 13,271 5,687 18,959 230,000 8.24 

The numbers of dependants in the 2 years are surprisingly low considering the general 

dependency ratio in Ghana of about five. One would have expected these to be higher than 

principal numbers. Since members' contributions are individually charged, it is possible that 

members do not register all their dependants. 
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I 

Table 4.2: Income for Scheme "A", 2002 - 2003 

Year Premium/Dues Government Donation Total 

• (external) 

2002 174,499,000 - 104,300,000 278,799,000 

(62.6%) (0%) (37.4%) (100%) 

2003 ,544,232,000 100,000 86,000~000 730,232,000 

(74.5%) (13.7%) (11.8%) (100%) 

As enrollment increases, income from premiums also increases. Donations decreased in the 

second year ofthe scheme's operation, possibly due to more financial support being needed for 

the beginning when a lot of community education and other preparatory activities were needed. 

Table 4.3 Expenditure for Scheme "A", 2002 - 2003 

Year Administration OPD Inpatient Referrals Total 

2002 55,206,943 - 118,028,204 13,734.704 186,969,851 

(29.5%) (0%) (63.1) (7.3%) (100%) 

2003 151,977,991 - 452,526,457 25,060,000 629,564,448 

(24.1%) (0%) (71.9%) (3.9%) (100%) 

Similarly, administration costs as a percentage of total expenditure went down in the second 

year, which may confirm that as the scheme becomes more established, some preparatory 

activities will be reduced or even stopped. However, the increase in membership in 2003 was 

accompanied with high health care costs. 
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Table 4.4: Summary Income and Expenditure for Scheme 'A', 2002 -2003 

Year Income Expenditure Difference Remarks 
I 

2002 278,799,000 189,969,859 91,829,149 surplus 
I 

2003 730,232,000 629,564,448 100,667,552 surplus 

• 

The scheme appears to be financially healthy: However, one of the staff is on attachment~ I 

meaning, he is actually not the scheme's staff member and that his salary is paid by the mother 

organisation. 

4.1.5 Relationship with Health Service Providers 

The scheme has two district hospitals as its providers; one government hospital and one 

mission (Catholic) hospitaL Formal contracts have not been signed between the scheme and the 

hospitals. 

4.2.1 Health Insurance Scheme "B" 

This is also a District-wide Health Insurance Scheme (Le. covers the whole district). The 

scheme was started as a pilot project for the mandatory District Health Insurance in June 2001. 

Although membership of this scheme is currently effectively voluntary, it is referred to as the 

'mandatory' district scheme here given that it is the pilot scheme for the future mandatory 

system. It is located in the middle part of Ghana. The district has a population of 124,176 

(based on the popUlation and housing census carried out in 2000). Residents in the district are 

mostly farmers with few engaging in commercial activities. Those in the formal sector are 

mainly teachers and educational workers. This health insurance scheme was set up with the 
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aggregated form for the period since inception (June 2001 to September 2004). The details are 

provided below. 

Table 4.5 Income and Expenditure of Scheme "B" for the Period June 2001 to August, 

2004 

.. Income Expenditure 

Central Government 350, 000,000 Patient bills 316, 000,000 

Local Government 50,000,000 Administration 629,900,000 

Premium 

Informal Sector 415,700,000 

Formal Sector 487,476,578.51 

(June, 2002 September, 2004) 

TOTAL 1,303,176,578.51 TOTAL 945,900,000 

Balance 357,276,578 

Premium income for the formal sector within that short period was very high. This is 

impressive since the formal sector constitutes only 25% of the district's population. Perhaps 

since those from the formal sector's contribution is based on percentage of salaries, the high 

income members from the sector paid high premiums which might have led to high income 

from that source. This exemplifies cross subsidization of high-income to low-income earners in 

the formal sector and from the formal sector to the informal sector when put together in a health 

insurance scheme. This scheme however has heavy government funding, which to a large 

extent accounts for the favourable balance. 
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4.3.4 Management and Administration 

The scheme is managed by a Board of Trustees, made up of community representatives and two 

member volunteers who conduct day to day administration of the scheme. 

4.3.5 Relationship with Health Service Providers 

Two hospitals and all health centres (about 4) in the sub-district provide services to members of 

the scheme. Although there are arrangements with these providers to provide services to 

scheme members, no contract is signed with them. Members present their identity cards to 

providers to prove membership of the health insurance scheme. Health providers submit their 

bills to the scheme and they are reimbursed monthly. There is no negotiation on the payment 

mechanism, but the providers use a fee-for-service billing system. Income and expenditure of 

the scheme for three years are presented below. 

Table 4.6: Income for Scheme "C" from 2000 to 2002 

Year Premium Government Donations Total 
• contribution (internal) 
. 

2000 I 8,324,000 - - 8,324,000 

200) 11,378,000 - - 11,378,000 

2002 12,240,000 - 200,000 12,440,000 

Table 4.7: Expenditure for Scheme "C" from 2000 to 2002 

Year Administration Out-Patient I In-Patient Referrals Totals 

1,900,000 2,850,000 I 2,600,000 - 7,350,000 

200) 2,300,000 2,690,000 I 5,842,000 - 10,832,000 

2002 2,840,000 3,4 
I 

6,070,000 12,330,000 
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Staff of this scheme work on a voluntary basis, hence, they are not paid salaries. 

A summary of the descriptions and operations of the three schemes are presented in a table 

below using Kutzin's framework of analysis. 

'. 
Table 4.8 Summary of the three Schemes' Operations Using Kutzin's Framework 

Function Scheme "A" Scheme "8" Scheme "C" 
/Aspect 

Sources of Premiums, Government Premiums, government grants Premiums, internal donation 
Funds grants, external donations 
Pooling of The scheme collects all Scheme collects all funds Scheme collects all funds 
Funds funds 
Contribution Contribution is 28,000 per Family /household flat rate for Contribution is 2,000 cedis per 
mechanism person per year. Has informal sector, 50,000 per family per month (24,000 cedis 

covered 8.24% of household per year. Formal per family per year). Has 
population after operating sector members pay 1 % of covered 41% of population after 
for 3 years. Principal salaries monthly. Has covered operating for 5years. Principal 
members/ dependants ratio 15% after operating for 3 years. members/dependants ratio is 3.8 
is 0.4 Principal members/dependants 

ratio is 3 Poor covered 
Poor covered (but not 
guaranteed Poor not covered 

Allocation Funds collected are kept by Funds collected kept by funds collected kept by scheme 
mechanism scheme, no basis for scheme no established basis for 

government grants government grant 
Type of Members are owners. NGO. Government-Community joint Community ownership. NOO. 
0 Started Nov. 2002 ownership. Started June 2001 Started May 1999 
Purchasing Services are purchased from No formal contracts with Arrangement with 2 hospitals 
of Health contracted providers (2 providers, but 6 hospitals in and 4 health centres. Fee-for 
services hospitals). Fee-for service is and outside the district provide service is the payment 

the payment mechanism services. Fee for service is the mechanism 
I payment mechanism 

Benefit High cost low frequency High-cost low frequency Both low-cost high frequency 
.Package services (inpatient and some services (only inpatient and high-cost low frequency 

selected OPD services). No services covered) . No limit to (inpatient and OPD services). 
limit to number of episodes frequency. No co-payment Co-payment for some high-cost 
Co-payment for some services 
surgeries 
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4.5.0 Part Two: Analysis and Discussion 

The first objective of this study was to compare the performance of a voluntary Community

Based Health Insurance Scheme, a voluntary District-wide Scheme and a pilot mandatory 

district-wide scheme in Ghana in achieving sustainability, equity and efficiency. Therefore the 

analysis is done following those criteria. It will also be considered in this section whether or not 

the mandatory scheme will overcome existing CBHIS's challenges. 

4.5.1 Sustainability of Schemes - Financing 

Once again, amounts stated in the tables are In cedis (Ghanaian currency) unless stated 

otherwise. At the time of this study, the average cedi / dollar rate was 9,000 cedis per US$l 

dollar. 

Table 4.9 : Total Income for the three (3) schemes, 2001 - 2003 

Income Dues Government Donation Totals 

Scheme "A" 718,731,000 100,000,000 190,300,000 1,009,031,000 

Percentage 71.2% 9.9% 18.9% 100% 

Scheme "B" 903,176,578.50 400,000,000 - 1,303,176,579.50 

Percentage 69.3% 30.6% 0% 100% 

Scheme "c" 31,942,000 - 200,000 32,142,000 

Percentage 99.4% 0% 0.6% 100% 

About 30% of income for the district health insurance schemes (schemes "A" and "B") is from 

external sources (government and donors). This income was more for the starting years ( 2002 

and 200 I respectively) but reduced in 2003. During interviews with the managers of the 
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Table 4.10: Total Expenditure of the three (3) Schemes, 2001 - 2003 

Scheme Administration OPD Inpatient Referrals Total 

Services services 

Scheme "A" 207,184,934 - 570,554,661 38,794,704 816,534,299 

Percentage 25.4% 0% 70% 4.8% 100% 

Scheme "B" 629,900,000 - ~16,000,QOO I - 945,900,000 

Percentage 66.6% 0% 33.4% - 100% 

Scheme "e" 7,040,000 8,940,000 14,512,000 - 30,492,000 

Percentage 23.1% 29.3% 47.6% - 100% 

Expenditure on administration in the mandatory scheme (scheme "B") is higher than the other 

district-wide scheme (66.6% as compared to 25.4% of total expenditure). The mandatory 

scheme attributed this to the use of expensive consultancy services in the initial stage of its set 

up. As the government intends to extend a similar scheme countrywide, less expensive or more 

sustainable technical assistance may be needed since it might not be feasible to offer such 

expensive consultancy for all districts. 

Administrative expenditure of the small community scheme (scheme "C"), as compared to the 

d~strict-wide schemes was relatively low. From the interview with the managers of the scheme, 

it came out that such a scheme might not require similar initial intensive public education and 

marketing activities, " ... we are all around here, when we hold a meeting, the community 

representatives inform their respective communities, this does not involve much costs, we only 

provide lunch .... " (key informant interview: scheme 'C'). 

However, administrative cost as a percentage of total expenditure in the small CBHIS as 

compared to the voluntary district-wide scheme is relatively high considering the fact that the 
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small CBHIS has voluntary staff A further analysis is conducted below to find out the 

administrative cost per member. 

Table 4.11 Comparative Analysis of Administrative Costs between Scheme 'A' and 

Scheme 'C', 2001 - 2002 ., 

Scheme Administration costs Total membership Administra tive cost 

per member 

_ ...... 

, Scheme 'A' 207,184,934 18,959 10,928 

Scheme 'C' 7,040,000 6,891 ro22 

This shows that although in terms of percentages the administrative cost of scheme 'C' is close 

to that of scheme 'A', the actual amount spent per member is far lower. 

Overall the administrative expenditures are very high in the three schemes. Community-based 

health insurance schemes in West and Central Africa typically spend' five to ten percent (5-

10%) of their total annual expenditure on administration. The pilot schemes in Rwanda also 

spent approximately seven percent (7%) of their total annual expenditure of administration 

(Bennett et al; 2004). These figures compare well with the US health insurance industry where 

twelve percent (12%) of revenue typically goes on administrative expenses (Diamond, 1992). 

Thus the administrative expenditures ranging from 23% to 67% of annual expenditures as 

found in this study are too high. According to Bennett et al (2004), the level of administrative 

costs of CBHIS is affected by factors such as the size of the scheme, how streamlined 

administrative and operational systems are, the frequency of dues collection, the nature of 
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The above quotation also alludes to the issue of staff strengths in relation to workload likely to 

be experienced when the National Health Insurance starts. Presently, most health institutions in 

Ghana are understaffed and are overburdened with workload even though these institutions are 

underutilized (from the perspective of there being unmet need) owing to financial barrier. 

:,L Therefore, when this financial barrier is removed (by the NHI), many more people will utilize 

health services. Without a corresponding increase in staff strengths, the situation could lead to'

poor quality health services that will eventually threaten the sustainability of the NHI. 

Further analysis is conducted here to find out if external financial assistance is withdrawn, 

whether schemes would be self-sustainable. Therefore income as analysed here refers to income 

from contributions (which include return on investments of contributions), 

Table 4.12: Income of Schemes, excluding Government and Donor Grants, 2000 - 2003 

Scheme Membership Total expenditure Difference Percentage 

contribution difference 

income 

Vol. DHIS (Scheme 718,731,000 816,534,299 -97,803,299 -13.6% 

"A") 

Mand. DHIS (Scheme 903,176,578 945,900,000 -42,723,422 -4.7% 

"B") 

Vol. CBHIS (Scheme 31,942,000 30,492,000 1,648,000 5.1% 

"C") 
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4.5.2 Acceptability to Target Population 

Acceptability of the scheme by the target group is crucial to the sustainability of CBHIS (and 

SHI) as revealed in the literature (Bachmann 1994; Normand and Weber 1994). Acceptability is 

usually indicated by the percentage of target population enrolled into the schemes. Therefore 

percentages of the catchment populations enrolled into each scheme are analysed below. 

Table 4.13: Coverage of Schemes as against target population from 2001 to 2003 

Scheme Target Population Number enrolled Percentage covered 

Vol. DHIS (Scheme "A") 230,000 18,959 8.24% 

Mand. DHIS (Scheme "B") 124,176 18,134 14.6 

Vol. CBHIS (Scheme "C") 6,871 16,854 41% 

Coverage or enrollment into the schemes is generally low. The community-based scheme and 

the Mandatory Scheme achieved relatively higher coverage. A contributory factor to the level 

of scheme enrollment is the length of time each has been in existence. Scheme 'C' started in 

May 1999, scheme 'B' started in June 2001 and scheme 'A' only in November 2002. Scheme 

'C' is also in a small community where solidarity is strong. Solidarity has been found to be one 

of the factors that facilitate successful implementation of community-based health insurance 

schemes (Atim, 1999). Also although in all three schemes, members are expected to enroll their 

dependants, the different contribution structures might have accounted for some differences in 

coverage levels. In the mandatory scheme, members in the informal sector contribute fifty 

thousand cedis (US$ 5.5) per year whilst those in the formal sector contribute I % of their 

salaries per month. But members' contributions cover three dependants below eighteen years. 
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Also in the community scheme, members contribute two thousand cedis (US$ 0.2) per month 

(thus about US$ 2.7 per year), which covers all the members' dependants below eighteen years. 

In the voluntary district-wide scheme however, members are required to pay twenty-eight 

thousand cedis (US$ 3) per person in a year. Further analysis is done below to find average 

.. contribution per enrolJee in each scheme. .... 

Table 4.14: Comparison ofthe three Schemes Contribution Rates 

Scheme Contribution per year Number of family A verage contribution 

in cedis members covered per family member 

Vol. DHIS 28,000 1 28,000 
I 

Mand. DHlS 50,000 4 12,500 

• Vol. CBHIS 24,000 4 6,000 

I 
NB. For easy comparzson, absolute figures/contrzbutlOns from the mformal sector are used mstead of percentage 

salaries from the formal sector in the Mandatory scheme. This is also because members in the other schemes are· 

all contributing in absolute figures and are mostly from the informal sector. 

From the table, the voluntary district-wide scheme is the most expensive per enrollee as 

compared to the other schemes. In the mandatory and the community-based schemes, since 

members' contributions cover their dependants, they are probably encouraged to enroll all 

members of their families. Hence they achieved relatively higher coverage. 

It appears in the voluntary district-wide scheme, those who cannot afford to pay these 

individual fees register only few or no dependants. This system is likely to encourage adverse 

selection. In the face of inadequate funds to pay for all dependants, principal members are 
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Table 4.15 : Staff strengths of schemes 

Scheme Number of staff . Staff status Member to Staff Ratio 

Vol. OHIS 4 three full time and 1 staff 6,850 :1 

seconded to the scheme 

I Mand.OHIS 7 ! All temporary, yet to be 2,590: 1 

confirmed 

Vol. CBHIS 2 Volunteers 3,435: 1 

The staff strength of the mandatory scheme in relation to membership appears to be on the high 

side. Each staff member in the mandatory scheme has less than half the number of members 

that a staff in the voluntary district-wide scheme has to handle. Although the staff strength of 

the voluntary community scheme seems to be low, in terms of member Istaff ratio, the 

voluntary district wide scheme staff have about twice the workload per staff member as 

compared to staff of the community scheme. Thus looking at staff numbers alone, the 

community scheme may appear more efficient but this comparative analysis shows otherwise. 

The mandatory scheme situation could once again be explained by the fact that the government 

is fully supporting its operations as a model for other districts. A district scheme of this nature 

wiJl require staff with various backgrounds such as accounting, marketing, management etc. 

Perhaps the mandatory scheme has the full staff compliment owing to the expected coverage. 

But this indicates that coverage of schemes needs to be considered when employing staff for 

such schemes. In the National Health Insurance Scheme, each district scheme will employ a 

minimum of six staff. An insight from the results presented here is that perhaps the employment 

of staff could be done gradually considering membership at each stage before employing an 

additional staff member in or-der to be more efficient. 
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Although all schemes claim to be doing family registration to minimize adverse selection, there 

are no practical measures in place to enforce this. It appears.this weakness affected the number 

of dependants that principal members of the schemes enrolled. The principal member / 

dependants' ratio are analysed in the table below. 

Table 4.16 Principal member / dependants Ratio for the three schemes, 2001-2003 

Scheme Principal members Dependants Principal 

MemberlDependant Ratio 

Vol. DHIS 19,180 8,210 0.4 

Mand.DHIS 4,534 13,602 3.0 

Vol. CBHIS 1,424 5,447 3.8 

Although it is optional to join the voluntary district-wide scheme, it is compulsory for every 

principal member to enroll all her/his dependants when one decides to join. Meanwhile as 

mentioned earlier, contributions are made per person and there is no means of verifying 

whether or not one enrolled all her/his dependants. Members are likely to register only 

dependants who are likely to fall sick. This could have contributed to the low principal 

member/dependant ratio in this scheme (0.4). 

In the mandatory scheme however, principal members' contributions cover three dependants. 

During the key informant interviews and the FGDs, it came out that those who do not have 

dependants feel exploited since they pay the same amount as those who have three dependants. 

For example some participants of the FGD said,« I am not even married, I have no dependant 

but we all pay the same amount." Another one said, "it is not fair, how can I pay the same 

amount that covers four or more people, meanwhile I am alone" Yet another commented, " it is 
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Kutzin's Framework WHO's Framework of ~nalysis in Relation to AspectslIssues 

Finance Members' Y. r-
Providers' Administrative Equity in Finance Equity in Function (Aspect Factors (Issues 

Acceptability Acceptability Efficiency service Delivery 
Premiums, Heavy reliance on Low patronage due Clinical and High Flat rates per person 

Sources Government external sources due to to poverty,' administrative administrative for voL dist. scheme. 
Of Funds grants, donations start-up phase costs contribution per problems I costs, due to start- Family contribution 

person instead of up costs and rate for others. 
per family, public education, Percentage on 

expensive income for formal 
consultancy sector members in 
services mandatory scheme 

The scheme Schemes collect and use All members Indigents covered by Equal financial 
collects all funds own funds, with accept putting their philanthropists; not access but 

Pooling of Funds government subsidy to contributions - - reliable others leave geographically 
some together poor out inequitable 

flat rate per Formal sector sustainable, Members prefer Efficient as In voL dist. Scheme, Same benefit 
person or per informal sector needs to family contribution collection is done all members pay package for all 

Contribution family paid once a increase coverage once (year. same amount. In members in 
mechanism year. Percentage Formal sector others family rates same scheme 

on salaries uses existing are paid (equitable) 
structure 

No allocation basis -
established yet 

Allocation - - - - inequitable 
mechanism 

Type of NGO. Gov't/ NGOs; Govt, Community No special - - - -
Organisation Community joined preference but less 

trusting of 
government run .' 
organisations 

Purchasing of Purchased by Fee-for service is used by - Highly acceptable, Not efficient due Hospitals have -
Health services schemes all schemes, which it makes them sure to possible higher fee rates than 

creates sustainability of right billing, supplier induced rural health centres 
problems poor quality service demand 

Benefit Package High cost low Sustainable since limited Acceptable but Prefer more Efficient - limited Low income earners Some have easy 
frequency services. to selected infrequent PreferOPD services but fear for service easy to are unable to afford access to 
No limit to number services services inclusive accompanied manage co-payments hospitals whilst 
of episodes workload others use rural 

health centres 
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now they are asked to Also if 

of these schemes' administrative 

is that it will have to members 

solidarity that existed among the small 

are not to be happy with admitting such 

are schemes. In NHI, all policy decisions such 

as are determined the 

schemes will also have to with 
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are rpr'nll,n as 

most 

" 

to set our own 

to set 

to '-''"''''''U',", on some or 

or 

cater 

us 

" 

They will now have to seek permission or 

Thus schemes have to implement 

conditions. feeling was expressed by 

" ... they do not 

even five thousand (US$ ... 

premmm " Another one said, 

poor, for the majority cannot pay ... we 

.. " Thus officers 

if they were the autonomy 

will be collected at the level will not 

that all districts do not have equal 

equalisation and cross subsidisation funds 

all 

on schedule, 

to level grounds and 

are likely to run out 

may not be able to pay for the cost 

to collapse. manager from the 

not bring the money as promised, we are dead, 

the money, ... and the hospitals have 

them .. " One officer from 

we are not comfortable with government's 
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some 

to 
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to .. ""rll1i""" costs 

to 

to 

is not 

as not 

to 

us 

we 

some 

not 

all 

to 



A 

as 

can create 

-one 

UvV'U'" to 

NHIS will be to control health 

to cater those who cannot contributions such 

seventeen the above seventy years. Therefore 

problem of finding a means to cater for 

to addressed. small scheme is in a rural 

rest use hospitals. Members will make 

their counterparts in other 

of the rural scheme. 

flat rate contributions (with the exception 

scheme). was found to be regressive. 

rates people in different income 

are: 

group 

for middle income group and 

for the high-income group. 

on of income in the informal sector, it will 

right 

as earners 

It is possible for high 

versa. In Ghana, it is a 
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common 

that 

the ,,,I,, .. ,,,,, 

111 

sectors. 

to 

n.r"' ...... ,P statements to or 

to a more rate 

sector. 

IS 

I at source, 

to to 

located in towns are and 

those in the rural areas. Meanwhile, the 

Thus who stay in areas and 

pay same rates as those in cities who 

relatively economically 

in favour of the 

areas than 

are not considered well, schemes that 

may not it. This will compound 

different scheme members will receive. 



IS 

new, is 

of is an is 

a to 

areas 

was to I'lp1rpr,m prospects challenges for voluntary and 

Schemes Ghana in achieving 

other issues were expected to help 

to implement a universal mandatory health 

"ny",,",,, were reasonably All had 

of their sources of indicates that 

sources to fund all their activities, especially the 

to the fact that these schemes are voluntary 

of the highest risk people who will 
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to an in 

more it is eXl)eCleO 

at moment 

are 

costs. 

structures are 

to 

costs. 

resources ""'''1..1"",,,,,,," 

crpn,pr>l Iy adequate 

resources, 

structures 

"pr'U1f'p" as as 

IS 

are 

is 

are 

populations and 

appropriate. However, if 

need to reconsider the number of staff 

to incomes, 

is crucial considering the 

financial resource use could enhanced 
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rates. It is 

111 
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to cover 

access to 

111 sector 
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rates. 

areas In 

are 

care 

rates are areas, 

i. An 

on 

to cl't,pn!'lPc is 

sector ",11"1'1"<>1'1 at source. 

to 

to sectors 

are 

sector 

not be fair to 

are 

formal sector 

is recommended to be put in place. should 

"""""t>TtT" of schemes. This will complement 

to mandatory. It will people to 
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resources 

It is rp{',{>rnrn a common 

must 

as 

centres. 

it IS that implementation of 

providers and good relations between providers 

the availability of drugs, medical supplies, 

statT /patient relationship. 

by Government to operate as they are now 

This is in line with the recommendation 

r'"''1''''''' guidelines for designing and implementing 

suggests that S could sub-

Insurance 

software/programme be developed for 

will minimize problems health 

s to insurance Also a means of 

to speed up reimbursement 

to. Hospitals, tel1iary hospitals 

er!l:encles. They should be reserved In 
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'lac;:n<:e-IDa~.eo resource al to 

It is re(;onlmemleo a nr<U'T''''''' means to one 

to 

to not means 

it is in areas 

it is on 

access 

some 

care 
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to serve 

I as 

to 

to care 

to 

are being suggested as appropriate for 

in various African countries such as 

insurance schemes are useful in situations 

to utilisation (Criel, 1998). However, 

efficient and sustainable to able to 

insurance schemes operating in have 

for the 

rnrth",r to "''''<C'''',""H that "l'r,pn(lp<, should be specially 

to sustainability, efficiency and Including 

improvements in health service promote 

rates which will eventually improve 

of Sikosana and others (1997) on 

to financing health care. 

risk equalization 

revenue owing to 

will help reduce 

of economic 

is a for research on equity in access 

to identifying the very in the 

sustainable measures to the financial 
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APPENDIX 'A' 

MANDATORY COMMUNITY BASED HEALTH INSURANCE SCHEME 

IN GHANA, PROSPECTS AND CHALLENGES 

QUESTIONNAIRE FOR HEALTH INSURANCE MANAGERS 

SECTION A 

A) SCHEME'S DETAILS 

1. District ............................................................................................ .. 

2. Full name of Scheme ............................................................................. . 

BEFORE INTRODUCTION OF MANDATORY HEALTH INSURANCE 

3. What type of scheme was operating here? 

a) Community -Based 

b) District-Wide scheme 

c) Other specify .......................... : ................... .. 

4. Date on which the health insurance started operating .............................. . 

B) LEVEL OF FUNDING I EQUITY 

5. Number enrolled in each year before 2003 

YEAR PRINCIPAL DEPENDANTS TOTAL ENROLLMENT 
MEMBERS 

~ --

2000 

2001 

2002 
Total 

i 
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6a. Which people could join the scheme? 

i) Anybody living in Ghana 

ii) Anybody living in this District 

iii) Other (specify) .......................................................................... . 

6b. hat was the total population of your target group? ............... :.: .......... . 

7. Complete table Aifyour premium is individually rated. Go to table B if your premium is 

family / household rated. Complete both ifboth apply to your scheme. 

Fill in the space provided for flat rates if your scheme operates a flat rated premium system. 

If the premium rates are based on income levels, please fill in the space provided for income 

related column and indicate the income ranges used to charge premiums in the spaces 

provided. 

TABLE A INDIVIDULA PREMIUM RATES 

Individual Flat Rate 1 Income Range 1 Income Range 2 Income Range 3 

.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. ~ .......... " . ., ...... . ................................ .............................. ~ ................... 

........................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... I ......................... 
, ,.-

Monthly I 

Quarterly 

Half Yearly 

Annually 

Other 

(specify) 
i 
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TABLE B 

FAMILY I HOUSEHOLD PREMIUM RATES 

Individual Flat Rate 
I 

Income Range 1 Income Range 2 Income Range 3 

! 

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. ~ .... .......................................... ...... 

I 

......................... ................................ ............................ 

Monthly 

I 
I 

Quarterly I 

Half Yearly 

I 
! Annually 

Other 

(specify) 

8. For family premium, how many people did it cover and what was the age limit for 

dependants? 

Number of Family members ..................... . Age limit ........................ . 

9. What are your other sources of income? 

i) ............................................................................... . 

ii) ............................................................. : ................. . 

iii) .............................................................................. . 

iv) ............................................................................. .. 
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10. was 

to 

i) ................................................................................... . 

11. were 

i) ... ... ......... ......... ......... ... ...... ...... ...... ...... ... .... . ............. . 

on 

13. a 

i) 



15. a care to 

care (e.g. 

No ................................ . 

16. in 

no, 

17. in wasm 

cost ( 

ii). cost ¢ .... . .............. ) 

cost ¢ .......................... ) 

(first ................. days) 

admission (beyond ......... days) 

18. 

no, to 20) 
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19. 

i) 

to 

to 

to 

were 

1 



lanag1ement structure 

in the scheme's 

was staff and Community ",-,,-au,,,. 
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26. What were your total staff and positions? Total staff ........................ . 

I No. Position No. of staff 

1 

2 

1

3 

4 

5 
I 

F). FUNDS MOBILISATION AND EXPENDITURE 

27. What are your total funds mobilized from all sources including donations? 

YEAR Premium IDues Government DONATIONS Total 

(Local and Central) 

2000 

2001 

2002 I 

i 
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EXPENDITURE 

YEAR ADMIN. O.P.D. Inpatient Referrals Total 

cost Service service payments 

payments payments 

.2000 

2001 

2002 

G) ACHIEVEMENTS 

28. What are some of the main achievements of the health insurance in your community / 

district? 

l ................ ~ ............................................................................... . 

11. .............................................................................................. .. 

llI. .............................................................................................. . 

iv ............................................................................................... . 

H) CHALLENGES 

29. What were the challenges /probJems of the scheme? 

I. ............................................................................................... . 

11 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••••••.••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• 

iii .............................................................................................. .. 
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are to 

I ...... . 

II ... 

IV ................................................... . 

31. to 

to new 

to 

to 

1 



are some of 

1. •.•••••••••••..••.•..••••....••..•..••••••••••••• 

11 ................................................................................. . 

iii ................................................. . 

do you to or 

11. ........................................................................................... .. 

oris to from this change? 

i. ........................................... ~ ................................................. .. 
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37. What have been some of the impacts of the change to government scheme on the 

operations of your scheme? 

I. .............................................................................................. . 

II ............................................................................................... . 

111 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

IV .............................................................................................. . 

J). ENROLLMENT IN THE MANDATORY SCHEME ERA 

YEAR PRINCIPAL DEPENDANTS TOTAL ENROLLMENT 
MEMBERS 

2003 

2004 

Total 

38. INCOME 

YEAR PREMIUM GOVERNMENT DONORS OTHER Total 

2003 

2004 
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EXPENDITURE 

! YEAR I ADMIN. O.P.D. INPATIENT TOTAL 
• 

! COST SERVICE SERVICE 

COST COST 

2003 

: -
2004 " .. 

39. Has there been any changes in your benefits package? yes ........... No .......... .. 

(if No. skip to question 41) 

40. If yes, please indicate the changes? 

1. ................................................................................................ . 

ii.: .............................................................................................. . 

111. ............................................................................................. .. 

41. Are the providers in your area accredited yet? 

Yes ................ No ............... . 

42. Did you negotiate on fee schedules and payment mechanisms with your providers? 

Yes .................. No ................... .. 
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1. 

2. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

10. 

11. to 

community? 

of belonging to the 

you stilI have some of these problems? 

come about of the change? 

will join the scheme? Why? Why not? 

without I f not, 

operations by 

the operations? 
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